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Abstract
A recoil mass separator SECAR has been designed for the purpose of studying
low-energy (p, γ) and (α, γ) reactions in inverse kinematics with radioactive beams
for masses up to about A = 65. The reaction rates are of importance for our under-
standing of the energy production and nucleosynthesis during explosive hydrogen
and helium burning. The radiative capture reactions take place in a windowless
hydrogen or He gas target at the entrance of the separator, which consists of four
Sections. The first Section selects the most abundant charge state. The second and
third Sections contain Wien Filters providing high mass resolving power to separate
efficiently the intense beam from the few reaction products. In the following fourth
Section, the reaction products are guided into a detector system capable of positon,
angle and time-of-flight measurements. In order to accept the complete kinematic
cone of recoil particles including multiple scattering in the target in the center of
mass energy range of 0.2 MeV to 3.0 MeV, the system must have a large polar
angle acceptance of ± 25 mrad. This requires a careful minimization of higher order
aberrations. The present system will be installed at the NSCL ReA3 accelerator
and will be used with the much higher beam intensities of the FRIB facility when
it becomes available.
PACS: 07.55.-w; 07.55.+h; 29.30.Aj; 41.85.-p; 41.75.-i; 25.40.Lw; 26.50.+x:
Keywords: Recoil mass separator, Wien Filter, Radiative proton and alpha capture
1 Introduction
A large number of radiative captures rates of proton and alpha particles on
unstable proton-rich nuclei need to be determined with much better precision
than presently possible to interpret observations and address open questions
related to nova explosions [1] and X-ray bursts [2] that occur in the dense and
hot atmospheres on the surfaces of accreting white dwarfs and neutron stars,
respectively. At sufficiently high temperatures and densities on the surface of
neutron stars, a sequence of (p,γ) reactions and β-decays, known as the rp-
process, follows the breakout from the hot CNO cycles and was first described
by Wallace and Woosley [3] to explain the explosions in these cataclysmic
binary star systems.
Since the (p,γ) reactions cannot be measured directly on short-lived unstable
target nuclei, several pioneering recoil separators have used inverse kinematics
1 Corresponding author, Fax: +1-574-631-5952, E-mail: gpberg@bergs.com
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and radioactive beams to measure a few stellar reaction rates, mainly in the
mass region below A = 30. Examples are the DRS separator at the HRIBF
facility in Oak Ridge [4], the DRAGON separator at TRIUMF [5] and the
ARES separator at Louvain-la-Neuve [6]. A recent overview of the experimen-
tal technique and existing recoil systems can be found in [7].
The measurement of low energy reactions using stable beams in inverse kine-
matics was pioneered by Kremer at al. [8] who applied this technique to the
reaction 12C(α, γ)16O and showed that coincidences between γ radiation and
recoil particles provide a very efficient tool for reducing background originating
from beam, environment and cosmic radiation.
Subsequently, several recoil mass separators have been designed and built us-
ing this technique for stable nuclei. Examples are the ERNA separator [9] at
the DTL laboratory in Bochum and the St. GEORGE separator [10] at the
University of Notre Dame. The very high beam suppression allows measure-
ments at energies lower than possible with the traditional γ-detection method.
In these direct (p,γ) experiments, the nuclear reaction cross sections are mea-
sured by detecting γ rays emitted from the reaction products. Since the cross
sections drop exponentially toward stellar energies, measurements of the γ ra-
diation to determine the stellar reaction cross sections are limited by natural
radiogenic and cosmogenic as well as the beam-related background radiation.
Therefore, stellar reaction rates, that depend on the resonant and possibly
non-resonant reaction contribution cannot be determined by the γ-detection
method [11].
Present separators at radioactive beam facilities are limited to a few favor-
able reactions with sufficient luminosities. With the advent of high-intensity
radioactive beam facilities like RIKEN, FAIR and FRIB, sufficiently high lu-
minosities are available for a larger number of reactions to be studied. This
calls for a recoil separator that allows systematic measurements on proton-
rich nuclei in the range of target masses of A = 20 - 65 appropriate for the
rp-process.
For inverse kinematics reactions of radiative capture, the reaction products
are emitted in a narrow cone at forward angles because the γ particle does
not carry much momentum. For the same reason, the momentum of the beam
and reaction products are nearly identical and a magnetic analysis alone does
not provide sufficient separation. At the low beam energies considered here,
the simple “wedge method” [12,13] that is being used for mass separation at
higher energies is not applicable. Therefore, a recoil mass separator applying
magnetic and electric field must provide the separation based on the mass
difference of the beam and the reaction products.
On the basis of known principles and other recoil separators, in particular
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the recoil separator St. GEORGE, that is optimized for low energy (α, γ)
reactions with stable beam nuclei, the recoil SEparator for CApture Reac-
tions SECAR has been designed for low energy (p, γ) reactions with intense
radioactive beams in inverse kinematics for masses up to about A = 65.
SECAR has been designed, like the St. GEORGE recoil separator, with Wien
filters (WF) with crossed magnetic and electric fields, allowing for a very
compact design. In a Wien filter, also known as “velocity filter” particles with
a velocity v = E/B travel straight through the system, while particles with
different velocities are deflected. In the case, where the momentum p = m · v
is fixed for a given beam energy, the Wien filter acts as a “mass filter”.
The first-order ”mass resolving power” is defined as Rm = (x|δm)/((x|x)·2x0),
where (x|δm) is the mass dispersion, (x|x) the magnification and 2x0 the full
target (object) spot size. The mass resolving power is defined in analogy to
the well-known momentum resolving power (x|δp)/((x|x)·2x0) where (x|δp) is
the momentum dispersion. The ”mass resolving power” of the recoil separator
shown here are ≈ Rm = 740 at FP2 and 1300 at FP3. The ”mass resolution”
RHO is defined in the same way as Rm, except that the first-order image size
(x|x)·2x0 is replaced by the real object size that can be calculated by including
the higher order (HO) aberrations. A resolution as large as the resolving power
can only be achieved, if contributions of HO aberrations to the first order image
size (x|x)·2x0) are negligible.
For the (p,γ) reaction on target masses up to about A = 65 that are of interest
for the rp-process, the relative mass difference can be as small as ∆m/m =
1/65, or - in the notation we will be using - the mass separation has to be
larger than m/∆m = 65. Because of the overwhelmingly large beam intensity
compared to the extremely small rates of the reaction products, however, the
mass resolution has to be much larger to provide a beam rejection that allows a
measurement of the reaction products above the beam tail. The mass resolving
power of a separator can be defined with good precision. However, since it is
impossible to predict the beam distribution precisely at a large distance from
the beam center, the beam rejection cannot be predicted reliably. Therefore, we
define the Nominal Beam Rejection NBR(D) by assuming a Gaussian spatial
distribution for beam and reaction products with the same σ. The NBR(D) is
defined as the integral of the tail of a standard normal Gaussian distribution





This integral represents the ratio of about 95% of the counts of the reaction
products in an interval of length ±2σ and the counts of the beam tail in the
same interval where the integral over the beam is normaized to 1.
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While this definition of the Nominal Beam Rejection is a useful tool to optimize
a design and to compare different recoil separators it is not a realistic method
to determine the experimental beam rejection, because a real beam is not
expected to be represented by a Gaussian distribution at a distance from the
beam center. In addition, other background sources from beam scattering and
charge exchange on the residual gas and scattering from chamber walls may be
the limiting factor of the beam rejection. We have, therefore, used the following
reasoning for the design mass separation. DRAGON is designed for masses up
to about A = 30 and demonstrates a beam rejection of about 10−13 for a mass
resolution of RHO ≈ 350. For a similar beam rejection but for masses up to A
= 65 we require a mass resolution of a factor of 2 larger, namely RHO > 700,
if all other conditions like vacuum and acceptances are equal.
Additional, demanding requirements are essential for a successful design of a
recoil separator.
(1) The presence of several charge states created in the target at low energies
demands a physical charge selection.
(2) With decreasing energy multiple scattering effects increase and require
angle acceptances larger than the kinematic cone of the reactions and,
therefore, large magnets with large gaps and Good-Field-Regions (GFR).
(3) The large acceptances make a careful correction of higher order (HO)
aberrations necessary.
(4) While the detector system is able to help identify particles at the end of
the recoil separator, it is important to reduce the background as much
as possible using halo rejecting slits to stay within the rate capability of
the detectors.
These in part conflicting requirements must be considered and incorporated in
an optimized recoil separator suitable for the intended astrophysical studies.
In the following section we will describe general design considerations followed
by the description of the layout of the recoil separator. Then, we will discuss
the ion optics, the design of the magnets and Wien filters. Before concluding
the article with a summary, we will present an alternate version of the recoil
separator with only one Wien filter.
2 Design considerations
Low-energy radioactive beam facilities such as the CRC/Louvain la Neuve
(LLN), HRIBF/ORNL, and ISAC/TRIUMF have identified the goals and the
technical requirements for studying astrophysical capture reactions in inverse
kinematics. All these facilities identified a recoil mass separator as one of
the most important tools for the measurement of low-energy reactions with
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rare isotope beams near the astrophysically relevant energy range, and conse-
quently installed such a device to carry out their pioneering measurements.
The beam rejection and range of possible reactions goals for SECAR signifi-
cantly exceed those in existing recoil separators. The Daresbury Recoil Sep-
arator, DRS, now installed at ORNL’s HRIBF was not designed specifically
for capture reactions and was only later optimized for such an application. It
was very recently used for a measurement of the 17F(p,γ)18Ne reaction [20]
and typically has beam rejections of 10−8 to 10−10. ARES was a low-budget
separator designed from existing parts at Louvain La Neuve for an inverse
kinematics measurement of a single reaction, namely the 19Ne(p,γ)20Ne reac-
tion. DRAGON was the first dedicated recoil separator designed, built, and
optimized to study capture reactions for nuclear astrophysics with rare isotope
beams. The first reaction with unstable beam measure with DRAGON was
the 21Na(p,γ)22Mg reaction [21]. It is a very successful device that has enabled
a number of pioneering nuclear astrophysics measurements and will continue
to be a productive facility. It achieves a beam rejection ranging from 10−8 to
10−13 and typically in the 10−9 - 10−10 range for lower energy measurements of
astrophysical interest [15] and is optimized for reactions with beams of mass
numbers A<30. In addition, there are other separator devices that have not
been specifically used for radioactive beam measurements of capture reactions,
but have been used as recoil separators and, therefore, provide useful insights
such as the FMA at ANL, ERNA in Bochum,that now has been moved to
Caserta, Italy to be utilized in a modified version adding a dipole magnet to
the system and St.GEORGE at Notre Dame.
Based on the extensive experience with these separators, ARES (CRC) [6],
DRS (HRIBF) [14], and DRAGON (TRIUMF) [15] five critical performance
requirements were identified:
(1) Large acceptance angle for full transmission of recoil products.
(2) Unique charge state identification and separation of recoil particles.
(3) Primary beam rejection with a maximum of leaky beam rates of about
10−2 to 10−3 pps at the focal plane of the separator.
(4) Design for a broad range of capture reactions, not just a few benchmarks.
(5) Target and focal plane detector systems that provide about 10−4 addi-
tional rejection of the primary beam.
These requirements form the basis of the technical design of SECAR. Assum-
ing beam intensities at FRIB of up to 1011 pps, leaky beam rates of about
10−2 - 10−3 pps require a rejection of 10−13 - 10−14, which is significantly bet-
ter than existing devices, where beam rejection is the fraction of the beam
passing through a slit set as narrow as possible but still transmitting nearly
all reaction products.
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A leaky beam rate of the order of 10−2 pps is sufficiently high to allow monitor-
ing the performance of the separator during the experiment, and is sufficiently
low so that the detector system can provide the remaining rejection required
to carry out the experiment. The high rejection capability must be achieved
for a wide range of reactions, with proton captures on heavier isotopes posing
a particular challenge because at larger masses the relative mass difference
between beam and recoil becomes smaller.
Because absolute cross sections need to be determined, it is essential that the
recoil separator transmits all recoils of the selected charge state. Kinematic
calculations were performed to establish relevant parameters for the design,
in particular the required angular acceptances and rigidities. For the reliable
setup and tuning of the device it is desirable to have enough bending power to
also transmit the primary beam without having to change the incident beam
energy.
Table 1 shows the results of the calculations for a range of typical proton
capture reactions, together with 15O(α, γ) and 44Ti(α, γ), and the resulting
requirements for rigidities and angular acceptances. We show results for two
extreme values of center of mass beam energies ECM and for a range of capture
reactions that are representative for the energies, ECM , to be investigated at
NSCL and FRIB.
As Table 1 shows, maximum magnetic and electric rigidities of 0.8 Tm and 19
MV are sufficient for all recoils and most of the beams, except for measure-
ments at 3 MeV center of mass energy for targets with mass numbers A > 30
where magnetic rigidities > 0.8 Tm are needed. However, the table displays
the most extreme range possible. In practice, measurements will typically be
performed below 1 MeV center of mass energies. For these energies the rigidi-
ties are small enough so that the beam can be transmitted. The recoil energy
spread is relatively small and ranges from 0.1% to 2.3% for (p,γ) rates and up
to 3.1% for 15O(α,γ).
Table 1 also shows, that a maximum angular acceptance of ±25 mrad is re-
quired for 15O(α,γ) with the largest scattering angle of 15.6 mrad of the listed
examples because beam spot effects broaden the angular range, and because
it is not desirable to be close to the walls defining the acceptance. This ac-
ceptance is more than sufficient for all proton capture reactions. The SECAR
acceptance of ± 25 mrad for 100% transmission is larger than the measured
acceptance of ± 17 mrad of the DRAGON separator.
In summary, the general requirements for SECAR are a beam rejection of
10−13 - 10−14 just from the separator for beam masses up to about A=65, and
additional rejection of 10−4 from auxiliary detectors, a maximum magnetic
rigidity of 0.8 Tm, a maximum elecric rigidity of 19 MV, an angular acceptance
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of ±25 mrad, and an energy acceptance of ±3.1 %. These design parameters
are summarized in Table 2.
3 SECAR design and layout
The layout of the separator in the existing ReA3 Experimental Hall at NSCL,
MSU is shown in Fig. 1. The SECAR system starts with JENSA [22] a high
density windowless gas jet target TGT. JENSA is already installed at the
Table 1
Reactions of astrophysical interest together with kinematic paramaters that deter-
mine the design parameters.
Inverse reaction
Reaction Ecm Q-value dE/E Recoil Half Bρ Eρ Bρ
Beam [19] Range Charge Angle Recoil Recoil Beam
MeV MeV ±% q mrad Tm MV Tm
15O(α, γ)19Ne 0.5 3.528 3.1 3 15.6 0.29 1.25 0.14
3.0 3.528 2.1 6 10.3 0.35 3.75 0.35
44Ti(α, γ)48Cr 0.5 7.698 2.3 4 11.7 0.58 2.74 0.19
3.0 7.698 1.3 10 6.2 0.57 6.59 0.48
19Ne(p, γ)20Na 0.2 2.190 1.3 4 6.4 0.31 1.88 0.21
3.0 2.190 0.71 9 3.6 0.54 12.5 0.81
23Mg(p, γ)24Al 0.2 1.863 0.91 4 4.6 0.38 2.28 0.15
3.0 1.863 0.56 11 2.8 0.53 12.4 0.58
25Al(p, γ)26Si 0.2 5.514 2.33 4 11.7 0.41 2.48 0.15
3.0 5.514 0.90 11 4.5 0.58 13.5 0.58
30P(p, γ)31S 0.2 6.131 2.16 4 10.8 0.49 3.97 0.15
3.0 6.131 0.80 12 4.0 0.63 14.8 0.58
33Cl(p, γ)34Ar 0.2 4.664 1.51 5 7.6 0.43 2.6 0.31
3.0 4.664 0.61 14 3.1 0.59 14.0 1.19
34Cl(p, γ)35Ar 0.2 5.896 1.84 5 9.2 0.44 2.7 0.32
3.0 5.896 0.69 14 3.5 0.61 14.4 1.22
37K(p, γ)38Ca 0.2 4.547 1.32 5 6.6 0.48 2.9 0.27
3.0 4.547 0.54 15 2.7 0.62 14.6 1.04
38K(p, γ)39Ca 0.2 5.771 1.61 5 8.1 0.49 3.0 0.27
3.0 5.771 0.61 15 3.1 0.64 15.0 1.06
65As(p, γ)66Se 0.2 1.719 0.30 6 1.5 0.70 4.3 0.18
3.0 1.719 0.19 21 1.0 0.77 18.4 0.71
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Table 2
Design parameters of the SECAR magnetic recoil separator.
Maximum magn. rigidity Bρ 0.80 Tm
Minimum magn. rigidity Bρ 0.14 Tm
Maximum electric rigidity Eρ 19.0 MV
Angle acceptance, vert., horiz. ±25 mrad
Energy acceptance ± 3.1 %
Mass resolution RHO ≈ 750
Bending radius ρ 125 cm
Beam rejection by separator 10−13 - 10−14
Beam rejection by detector 10−4
TGT location and is being used as stand-alone system using the existing
ReA3 beam from the NSCL facility awaiting the construction of SECAR and
the FRIB facility. JENSA is a recirculating gas jet target system providing
areal densities up to 1x1019 atoms/cm2 of hydrogen or helium isotopes in
a 4-5 mm diameter cylindrical jet. In order to achieve a beam line vacuum
outside of the jet chamber, differential pumping is utilized, with the size of the
gas-flow-restricting apertures matched to the planned acceptance of SECAR.
Only minor modifications are necessary to adapt the JENSA jet target to
SECAR. In addition, an extended gas-target chamber for JENSA is planned
for certain SECAR measurements where it is necessary to measure the location
of a resonance inside of the target volume.
The first Section S1 from the target, TGT, to the focal plane, FP1, consists of
two dipole magnets, B1 - B2, and five quadrupole magnets, Q1 - Q5. Higher-
order (HO) aberrations are primarily corrected by HO components built into
the entrance and exit pole faces of the two dipoles but one hexapole mag-
net Hex1 is available for flexible ion-optical settings and the correction of the
second-order terms to account for uncertainties in the manufacturing process.
The latter can avoid costly and time-consuming retrofitting. For the same rea-
son the quadrupole, Q1, is a combined function multipole including a variable
hexapole component. Section S1 accomplishes the selection of a single charge
state, typically the most abundant and prepares the beam for optimum use of
the Wien filter, WF1. The charge selection is accomplished in the two dipoles,
B1 and B2, by magnetic analysis. Both dipoles have ports on both sides at
the entrances and exits. This provides flexibility for inserting slits and other
devices to stop and diagnose the beam components with different charge states
and hence different magnetic rigidities. The use of two dipoles and ports allows
for stopping the beam components at the best location for a wide variety of
rigidities.




































Fig. 1. SECAR floor plan with two Wien filter Sections suitable to study (p,γ) and
(α, γ) reactions in inverse kinematics. The annotations are defined in the text.
B3 and B4, two quadrupole magnets, Q6 ande Q7, one Wien filter, WF1, two
hexapole magnets, Hex2 and Hex3, and one octupole magnet, Oct1. After
the charge state selection the beam and reaction products have essentially
the same magnetic rigidity and cannot be separated by magnetic analysis.
A combination of electric and magnetic dipoles is employed to separate the
beam from the reaction products on the basis of their mass differences. In
DRAGON, for example, separate electric and magnetic dipoles are used for
this purpose. In both St. GEORGE and the Daresbury Recoil Separator Wien
filters are used. A Wien filter has several advantages compared to a design
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with separate electric and magnetic bending dipole magnets. Wien filters are
more compact and the magnetic and electric field ratio is chosen such that the
particles with a velocity corresponding to the desired mass are not deflected
and follow a straight line. This makes the ion-optics more flexible and opens
up additional possibilities to optimize the recoil-separator performance.
After mass separation at FP2 a third Section S3 consisting of four quadrupoles,
Q8 - Q11, two dipole magnets, B5 and B6, and a second Wien filter, WF2,
identical to WF1, provides the required mass resolution RHO ≈ 750 at FP3.
After the mass separation at FP3, a final momentum analysis is performed in
Section S4 using magnetic dipole magnets, B6 and B7, and four quadrupoles,
Q12 - Q15, to further reject background particles and to provide a clean and
flexible environment for the detectors. A suitable detector system is presently
under design [23] and will be constructed within the SECAR project. The mass
resolution in the final detector plane is also >750 as in the focal plane, FP3,
between the detector planes. This allows the software correction of higher order
aberrations using appropriate detectors and opens the possibility of achieving
a resolution as high as the resolving power of about 1300 in a similar fashion
as routinely performed at high resolution spectrometers like Grand Raiden at
RCNP [24] or the K600 at iThemba LABS [25].
Section S4 also prepares the phase space of the recoil particles for optimal use
of and 100 % transmission through the detector system.
As will be discussed in more detail below, Section S3 containing WF2 can be
omitted. In this case the mass resolution is about m/∆m = 500. While this
is a cost saving measure, the major disadvantage is that the science program
will be limited to masses of about A = 30 - 35 short of the A = 65 for the
research program for the desired rp-process that is well matched to the RI
beam available from FRIB. In this case the hardware of Section S4 will be
the same only the magnet settings will be different, so that no new hardware is
required if the system is initially built without Section S3 and later upgraded
by adding this Section.
4 Ion optics
Extensive ion-optical calculations and optimizations where performed for SE-
CAR using the computer code COSY Infinity [26] to achieve a system that
meets all design requirements. A first-order design with a high mass resolving
power was developed that also met all other design requirements like realistic
particle ray envelopes and charge state separation.
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After establishing an optimum first order design, an extensive minimization
of the HO aberrations was conducted. HO aberrations were found to be sig-
nificant in the SECAR design mainly owing to the large beam envelope and
the lack of ion-optical symmetry not possible because of the design functions
of the Sections. For this purpose we defined a procedure to minimize the HO
aberrations using the fitting capability of COSY Infinity [26]. The best would
have been to perform a fit of appropriate HO magnet parameters on the basis
of Monte Carlo calculations with many rays to determine and minimize the
image size in the focal planes where the mass separation takes place. Since
Monte Carlo calculations for many rays are too time consuming they were not
practical in such fitting procedures. Therefore, we defined 189 “characteristic










with the axes A = B = 25 mrad and E = 3.1%. The following values were
allowed, for A: 0, ±8.333, ±16.666 , and ±25 mrad, for B: 0, ±25 mrad, for E:
0, ±1.55, ±3.1%. In addition the object sizes of the beam at the target where
allowed to assume the values X = Y = 0, ±0.0075m. This is larger than the
predicted beam size of 0.0050 m of the re-accelerated ReA3 beam to allow for
a somewhat larger than predicted beam size.
For design purposes, the assumption was made that the 189 characteristic
rays realistically represent the envelopes and the image sizes of the beam. The
validity of this procedure was then tested by performing a many-ray Monte
Carlo calculation with the final HO magnet components and settings and by
comparing the image size with those obtained using the 189 characteristic
rays.
Fig. 2 show the ion optics of the SECAR layout presented in Fig. 1, optimized
and corrected up to order 4. The upper and lower panel show the horizontal
and the vertical plane, respectively. All 189 characteristic rays are shown.
By design, the horizontal envelope is relatively large in the first and second
sections Section S1 and Section S2 , while the vertical envelope never exceeds
± 6 cm to keep the costly dipole gap size small. Also a large envelope in
the Wien filters is required for a large mass separation. The system has an
achromatic (x|δE)=0, (a|δE)=0, focus (x|x
′) = 0 at F2 and a zero dispersion
(x|δE)=0 focus at F3. The HO aberrations are carefully corrected up to order
4 to achieve the best possible mass resolution.
Fig. 2 shows a left-right asymmetry of the envelope about the central ray. This
is mainly an effect of the second and third order aberrations. More symmetric
envelopes were found allowing a reduction of the horizontal good-field region,
but this resulted invariably in a reduced mass resolution. Since the highest
possible mass resolution is paramount, we decided to accept the asymmetric
12
envelope.
The mass resolution of SECAR is ≈ RHO = 510 and 780 at the focal planes
FP2 and FP3 after the first and second Wien filter, respectively. For a mass of
A = 65 this translates in a distance D between beam and reaction products of
D = 8.0σ and 12.1σ, assuming σ is the maximum of the calculated deviations
in horizontal direction of the 189 characteristic rays and a NBR(8.0σ) = 1.3
10−9 and NBR(12.1σ) = 4.4 16−24, respectively. It should be noted that the
NBR depends strongly on the integration interval.
The first section Section S1 allows the selection of the desired charge state.
Two examples of charge states different by ∆q/q = 1/15 and 1/33 from the
recoils are shown. The most demanding, calculated case of adjacent charge
states of fully stripped 65As ions with charge differences ∆q/q = 1/33 are well
separated in the focal plane, FP1, in front of dipole, B3. In reality at the low
beam energies where SECAR will operate, the ions are never fully stripped, so
that charge state separation is always better than this calculated case. Beam
components with charge states different by ∆q/q > 1/15 are already separated
in front of hexapole Hex1, where e.g. slits installed in the provided ports at
the entrance and exit of dipole B2 vacuum chambers may be used to stop all
but the selected charge states.
In the final Section S4 , from focal plane, FP3, to the detector plane, FP4,
the optics is adjusted to provide a 150 cm long TOF path length with two 30
mm diameter detectors at the start and end of the flight path. There is also a
tight waist in horizontal and vertical direction at the exit of dipole, B7, where
a cleanup slit can be inserted to reduce the background.
5 Transmission and background estimation simulations
In order to determine if the proposed ion-optical solution meets the transmis-
sion and good rejection requirements, we performed Monte Carlo simulations.
While the transmission simulation are relatively straighforward, the estima-
tion of possbile background sources is not. We used a method inspired by the
calculation performed for the design of the DRAGON recoil separator [?]. In
the following we describe the simulation of the transmission efficiency in sec-
tion 5.1 and we use the simulated particle trajectories as sources of possible
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Fig. 2. The ion optics of SECAR for the layout shown in Fig. 1 corrected up to
order 4. Shown are 189 characteristic rays in the horizontal and vertical planes in
the upper and lower panel, respectively. The mass resolutions in the horizontal plane
at FP2 is m/∆m = 510 and at FP3 m/∆m = 780.
5.1 Transmission efficiency simulations
In order to simulate the transmission efficiency, we choose three reactions
characteristic for the SECAR program at various energies: 15O(α, γ)19Ne at
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ECM = 0.3MeV/u,
21Na(p, γ)22Mg at ECM = 0.3MeV/u and 1MeV/u, and
65As(p, γ)66Se at ECM = 1MeV/u and 3MeV/u. A realistic beam from the
ReA3 accelerator [17] was generated and a Geant4 [18] simulation of its inter-
action in the JENSA gas target, with a thickness of 1018atoms/cm2, was used
to obtain the needed ion optical properties of the beam and recoil particles
as they enter SECAR. The recoil generation assumed a uniform cross section
along the longitudinal direction of the gas target. About 5 107 beam and 5
106 recoil particles were generated for each of the selected reactions.
The results of the Geant4 simulation was then used as an input for a COSY
INFINITY calculations. All particles with all possible charge states were trans-
ported through SECAR and their properties recorded at the exit of every opti-
cal element (drifts, quadrupoles, dipoles, Wien filters, etc). The transmissions
of the recoils of the selected charge states all the way to the focal plane de-
tector are presented in Table 3. For the same charge state, the beam particle
simulated are stopped at the mass slits at FP2 in Fig. 1) downstream of the
first Wien filter (WF1 in Fig. 1). Beam particles with one charge state differ-
ence are properly stopped at the charge selection slits (FP1 Fig. 1) or even
further upstream for larger ∆q/q. For example rays with extreme ∆q/q = 1/15
and 1/33 see Fig. 2. The later will be caught in the slits installed in the dipole
magnets chambers (see Section 7.1).
Table 3
Transmission efficiency of the recoils for the 5 characteristics reactions
Reaction Transmission efficiency
15O(α, γ)19Ne at ECM = 0.3MeV 95%
21Na(p, γ)22Mg at ECM = 0.3MeV 96%
21Na(p, γ)22Mg at ECM = 1MeV 97%
65As(p, γ)66Se at ECM = 1MeV 97%
65As(p, γ)66Se at ECM = 3MeV 98%
5.2 Background simulations
Despite the high transmission efficiency of the simulations, it is clear that some
unreacted beam particles will pass beyond the mass slit at FP2. The number
of simulated beam particles is not sufficient to reach sufficient tail statistics
to determine the beam rejection. However, using the estimate presented in
section 5.1 and equation (1) the rejection is better that 1010. In addition to
the tails, we must consider particles scattered off residual gas molecules and
the separator component surfaces, and the projectiles that undergo charge
changes from the originally selected charge states.
To address these issues we performed Monte Carlo transport simulations of
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charge-changing and scattering events to identify and as much as possible
eliminate weaknesses of our conceptual design. Based on experience with re-
coil separators, these effects are especially important sources of background.
According to the experience with the DRAGON recoil separator [5][24], the
rejection of projectiles becomes worse at higher target gas pressures, at higher
pressures in their first stage ED/MD system, and at lower bombarding beam
energies. For the ERNA recoil separator used to measure alpha-particle cap-
ture using stable beams [9][25], a major background source was projectile
scattering off the component surfaces, especially projectiles with charge states
differing from the selected recoil charge state. ERNA was recently moved from
an accelerator laboratory in Bochum, Germany to the laboratory in Caserta,
Italy. An additional dipole magnet was added immediately after the gas target
in order to attempt to reduce this background [9][25].
To reduce computational requirements and allow for the simulation of an as
large as possible number of particles, we performed our projectile rejection
simulations initially for a system with just one Wien filter (see Section 9).
This system includes all types of separation elements used in the full system
(charge state selection, Wien filter based mass separation, and a dipole-based
cleanup Section S4 ) and, therefore, allows the testing of the performance of
each element. This setup is particularly useful to test the performance of the
cleanup Section S4 as more simulated particles will reach that magnet section
in the 1-Wien filter system. The subset of particles passing through the Wien
filter stage in this simplified model can then be investigated in terms of their
fate in the more complicated 2-Wien filter system in a much more efficient
way.
At first we identified critical regions of phase space after each separator com-
ponent that contains trajectories that can reach the final focal plane. This
information was obtained by tracing ion trajectories backwards through the
system starting at the focal plane. Once these phase space windows were
identified, we used forward Monte Carlo simulations to generate scattering
events or charge-changing events at multiple locations along each trajectory.
At each event a large number of charge state changes, angle changes, and en-
ergy changes was generated, and each of these new trajectories was then com-
pared to the phase space window that would lead to transmission to the focal
plane at the respective location where the trajectory is generated. We used a
conservative approach in our phase-space calculations leading to the selection
of particle trajectories that may not reach the final focal plane. Therefore, we
simulated the transport of the particles that fall into the critical phase space
regions with a full COSY Infinity 4th order model. This approach reduces the
unrealistically large number of particles that would need to be transported in
a traditional simulation.
Different methods were used to alter the particle properties for simulating
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charge-changing and scattering interactions. For charge changing events, we
used the calculated transmissions and fixed all properties except for the charge
state that was changed by 1 and 2 units from its initial value assuming cross
sections for losing or gaining more than two electrons are negligible. For scat-
tering interactions, we used a more complex methode that changes the energy
and angle of the tranmitted particle but not the position or charge. We con-
sidered elastic scattering off five target nuclei: 1H and 4He (gas target), 16O
(water), 27Al (beam pipe), and 48T i (Wien filter electrodes). The calculations
were performed for 5000 different combinations of energies and angles for each
particle, using 40 bins within the polar angle range of 0 deg < Θ < 30 deg
and 125 bins within the azimuthal angle range of 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π. The energy
of a particle after scattering at a given angle is calculated assuming elastic
scattering. Additionally, for beam particles lighter than the scattering targets,
we considered both possible kinematic solutions corresponding to the forward
and backward direction in the center of mass system. Each of those scattering
combinations (angle, energy) was combined with the particle’s position, veloc-
ity, and charge values to generate a set of altered particle properties that were
recorded if they fell within a critical phase space region or ignored if they did
not.
A plot of the number of particles that can possibly reach the focal plane
detector after a charge-changing interaction as a function of the position along
the ion-optical axis of the separator is presented in Fig. 3 for 21Na ions from
the 21Na(p, γ)22Mg reaction. This figure also gives a similar plot for scattered
65As ions from the 65As(p, γ)66Se reaction. We find that the Wien filter volume
is the source of particles that, if they change charge state, potentially, can reach
the detector. The first 10 m of the separator is the source of possible scattering
events reaching the final focal plane. We denote these as possibly reaching the
focal plane because of the conservative approach we took in generating the
critical phase space regions.
We, therefore, employed 4th order SECAR transfer matrixes to determine if the
particles identified indeed reach the focal plane. In Fig. 4 we present particle
trajectories in the horizontal plane of 21Na8+ ions from the 21Na(p, γ)22Mg
reaction that undergo a charge-changing interaction in the Wien filter and
are scattered into the critical phase space. When the particle trajectories are
traced, however, it becomes clear that these ions do not proceed beyond the
focal plane FP2. The figure also shows 65As25+ ions from the 65As(p, γ)66Se
reaction that undergo scattering inside quadrupole magnet Q3. These particles
also clearly do not reach the detector plane of the single Wien filter system.
The yield of charge-changing events on residual gas molecules along SECAR
can be calculated using a phenomenological estimate of the cross section [26]
and the calculated vacuum pressure distribution in the separator. The yield is
smaller than 10−6. It is the highest for 15O+16O (< 10−5), while it is the lowest
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for 65As+4 He (< 10−9). An estimate of the scattering yield on solid surfaces
(vacuum chamber walls, slits, and Wien filter electrodes) along the separator
gives a yield in the range of 10−6 to 10−3. Based on these yields, we conclude
that the absence of any events reaching the focal plane for capture reactions
of lighter A=21 beams from simulations with 4.5 × 107 scattered or charge-
changed particles at each scattering or charge-changing location demonstrates
a rejection of the order of 1013 for single charge changing events, 1012 for
single scattering on residual gas molecules, and 1010 for single scattering off
the chamber walls.
However, the situation is different for reactions with A=65 beams. While Fig. 4
shows that 65As25+ ions from the 65As(p, γ)66Se reaction undergoing scattering
in quadrupole magnet Q3 do not reach the focal plane of the single Wien
filter system, the situation is different for 65As25+ ions from the same reaction
undergoing a charge-changing interaction in the Wien filter (see Fig. 5). These
beam particles clearly do reach the focal plane. While most of them miss the
detector location in the limited sample size of our simulations ( 4.5×107 ions)
because the cleanup Section S4 deflects them, we cannot be certain that this
holds true for a more realistic case of only one recoil for every 1013 projectiles.
While this figure shows the effectiveness of the cleanup Section S4 in the single
WF design to reject some of the charge-changed particles, it also demonstrates
that the second Wien filter is needed to reject projectiles even at the 107 level
for measurements of reaction rates with heavier beams.
Our investigation of particles created by charge change or scattering demon-
strates that the system deals effectively with these major sources of leaky
beam. A single Wien filter system with a cleanup Section can deal with sin-
gle charge changing or scattering effects efficiently, except for reaction mea-
surements with heavier beams. However, multiple scattering effects that are
beyond current simulation capabilities, but are likely a significant source of
leaky beam, may still be a problem. The second Wien filter stage is clearly
needed to reject higher-mass projectiles and to dramatically reduce multiple
scattering or charge-changing events. Our simulations also demonstrated the
efficacy of our cleanup Section.
6 Magnet Design
The ion-optical design of the separator determines the properties of the dipole,
quadrupole and HO magnets. They have to be designed and built so that
the good-field regions in both transverse directions and the necessary field
strengths meet the ion-optical requirements.
All magnets are excited by highly stabilized power supplies and are designed
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Fig. 3. Number of particles that can possibly reach the SECAR focal plane as
a function of position along the ion-optical axis. Left side panel: 21Na ions from
the 21Na(p,γ)22Mg reaction undergoing a charge-changing interaction are primarily
generated in the Wien filter (labeled WF). Right side panel: 65As ions from the
65As(p,γ)66Se reaction undergoing a scattering interaction are primarily generated
upstream of the first Wien filter. Locations of the target, dipole magnets, and first
Wien filter are indicated along the ion-optical axis.
Fig. 4. Particle trajectories in the horizontal plane. Top: 21Na8+ ions from the
21Na(p,γ)22Mg reaction undergoing a charge-changing interaction in the Wien
filter do not proceed beyond focal plane FP2. Bottom: 65As25+ ions from the
65As(p,γ)66Se reaction undergoing scattering in quadrupole Q3. These particles also
do not reach the detectors in the final focus of the single Wien filter system.
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Fig. 5. Trajectories in the horizontal plane of 65As25+ ions from the 65As(p,γ)66Se
reaction undergoing a charge-changing interaction in the Wien filter. These particles
do reach the final focus of the single Wien filter system.
to operate at fields up to a maximum of 0.64 T in the gap of the dipoles and
0.45 T at the pole tips of the quadrupoles to avoid saturation of the magnet
iron. All iron pole pieces and return yokes are machined of solid, soft magnet
iron. The coils are normal conducting with hollow-copper conductors to allow
water cooling. The coil temperatures are kept below 55◦ C. All magnets include
vacuum chambers with ports to provide the required high vacuum and allow
access for pumping, slits and other diagnostics elements.
6.1 Dipole Magnets
The eight dipoles are H-type magnets. They will be manufactured according
to the specifications given in Table 4. All dipole magnets have bending radii
of 1250 mm. The Good-Field-Region (GFR) is defined by the region of field
deviations dB/B < ±0.02%. As an example the midplane view of dipole, B1, is
shown in Fig. 6. The figure also shows the vacuum chamber with access ports
at the entrance and exit of the magnet allowing the installation of a variety
of slits and diagnostic elements to stop and measure the beam or background,
as may be required for a particular experiment. An additional port extended
through the middle of the inner yoke allows the insertion of a NMR or Hall
probe for precise field setting and monitoring. For cost reasons, easy access
to the inside of the vacuum chambers, and to avoid magnetization during
welding, seals are provided by Viton O-rings. All magnets have 0◦ ports in
both directions for alignment and other access needs that may arise.
In order to meet the specifications, in particular the large design acceptances,
HO aberrations have been corrected up to order 4. The HO order corrections
were mainly provided by shaping the field boundaries at the entrances and
exits of the dipole magnets. In accordance with the COSY notation [26] the
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Fig. 6. View from above the midplane of the conceptual design of dipole magnet,
B1, and the vacuum chamber. The physical shape of the pole piece at the entrance
(EFB-in) and the exit (EFB-out) are designed to create the higher order corrections.
All dimensions are in millimeter and degree.










Here z(x) is the displacement in meter (positive is inwards into the magnet)
at the position x in meter, where x is the transverse coordinate with respect
to the optical axis, with the origin where it crosses the field boundary. The
coefficients of the optimized field boundaries are listed in Table 4. The first
order coefficients s11 at the entrances and s21 at the exits are the tangents of
the edge rotation and provide vertical focusing for positive coefficients. This
focusing helps to minimize the vertical particle envelopes and, therefore, the
gaps of the dipole magnets. It also reduces the maximum required focusing
strengths of the quadrupole magnets. As an example of the shape of the edge
shape at the exit and entrance a drawing of dipole magnet, B1, is shown in
Fig. 6. In order to be able to set the magnetic fields reproducibly, all dipoles
have ports where NMR or precision Hall probes can be inserted as shown in
the figure.
For the quadrupole and HO edge parameters without decimal points only those
non-zero digits are shown that effect the mass resolution of about m/∆m =
0.01 or more. For numbers with decimal points these are the rightmost digits
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Table 4
Design parameters of the dipole magnets. The following parameter are identical
for all dipole magnets: bending radius = 1250 mm, maximum rigidity = 0.80 Tm,
minimum rigidity = 0.14 Tm, maximum dipole field = 0.64 T, tolerance in Good-
Field Regions (GFR) dB/B = ± 0.02%. The parameters ski are defined in equation
(3).
Dipole Magnet
Units B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8
Horiz.GFR mm 200 200 100 200 100 100 100 100
Bending deg 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.5 42.5 42.5 55.0 55.0
angle
Arc mm 490.9 490.9 490.9 490.9 927.2 927.2 1199.9 1199.9
length
Vert. gap mm 60 60 112 112 72 72 60 60
Pole width mm 380 380 400 500 300 300 280 280
Entr. s11 0.1900 0.1150 0.1900 0.1900 0.1890 0.1970 0 0
Entr. s12 1/m 0.0025 0.0125 1.07 -0.339 0.696 -1.66 0 0
Entr. s13 1/m
2 0.154 0.198 -9.10 -5.51 -0.953 -50.0 0 0
Entr. s14 1/m
3 0.78 -40.77 0.0 -0.84 -53. 0 0 0
Exit s21 0.1500 0.1150 0.1150 0.1900 -0.172 0.200 0 0
Exit s22 1/m -0.019 -0.2448 0.0410 -0.030 -5.928 -4.00 0 0
Exit s23 1/m
2 0.147 1.411 32.7 -0.364 -26.5 69. 0 0
Exit s24 1/m
3 0.10 37.47 -57. -0.15 940. 0 0 0
shown. The acceptable tolerances that have negligible effect on the resolution
are always larger. Typically deviations of 0.002, 0.01 m−1, and 0.1 m−2 for the
quadrupole, hexapole and octupole parameters, respectively, are acceptable
and do not affect the performance of the system.
6.2 Quadrupole Magnets
The 15 quadrupole magnets of the separator system will be manufactured ac-
cording to the specifications in Table 5. Most quadrupole magnets require the
dimensions of the horizontal GFR to be significantly wider than the vertical
GFR. In these cases the vacuum chambers are wider in the horizontal direc-
tion as shown schematically in Fig. 7. This allows a GFR that is up to about
20% larger than the diameter of the quadrupole.
All dipoles will be equipped with precision Hall probes to accurately set the
dipole field. The effects of hysteresis of the quadrupoles on the resolution are
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Table 5. Design parameters of the quadrupole magnets. The maximum inhomogeneity, defined as deviation from the design gradient, is
0.2% for all quadrupoles.
Parameter Quadrupole Magnet Type
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 Q12 Q13 Q14 Q15
Overall length mm 390 440 490 490 490 480 480 390 440 400 480 440 440 440 440
Focusing strength T -2.25 1.32 0.95 -1.31 0.88 0.61 -0.26 -1.25 1.50 -0.29 0.71 -1.29 1.62 1.20 -1.20
Eff. field length mm 250 300 350 350 350 340 340 250 300 260 340 300 300 300 300
Gradient T/m -9.00 4.41 2.73 -3.75 2.50 1.79 -0.77 -5.00 5.00 -1.11 2.08 -4.29 5.40 4.00 -4.00
Horiz. GFR mm 90 140 200 140 100 290 270 100 120 180 240 140 80 120 120
Aperture diameter mm 100 140 220 160 120 280 260 100 120 180 240 140 100 100 100
Max.pole tip field T -0.45 0.30 0.30 -0.30 0.15 0.25 -0.10 -0.25 0.30 -0.10 0.25 -0.30 0.27 0.20 -0.32
Hor. pipe, ID mm 90 160 240 140 100 300 280 100 140 210 270 200 90 120 120





   
 
   







Fig. 7. Conceptual cross section drawing of the quadrupole magnet Q10 including
the vacuum chamber.
small enough so that the quadrupole fields can be set by current.
7 Design of the Wien filters
The Wien filters (WFs) are the most sophisticated and fragile devices in the
entire SECAR system. They provide the required mass separation, and their
reliable operation is absolutely critical to achieving the required performance
of the recoil separator. Their compact design poses several technical challenges.
These result from the fact that the electric dipole is embedded in a magnet
dipole.
7.1 Design Parameters
As discussed above, we have designed our system with a mass resolution of 510
at FP2 after the first Wien filter, and a mass resolution of 780 at FP3 after
the second Wien filter to achieve a high suppression of beam projectiles. This
requires high field strengths to significantly deflect the projectiles and this
means high voltages on electrodes. The electrodes and their enclosing vacuum
chamber need to be large to hold high voltage and to have a large electric GFR.
However, this electrostatic system must be installed inside the gap of the dipole
magnet. With increasing size, the electrostatic system quickly drives the size
of the magnet to impractical dimensions to maintain a magnetic GFR that
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overlaps with the electric GFR. Our design maximizes the electric GFR and
minimizes the surrounding magnet size while maintaining an excellent overlap
of the magnetic and electric GFRs. Also, the fields have to be stable in time
so that no unwanted recoil deflections occur. This places tight constraints on
the means of supplying HV to the WF electrodes, and also on our approach
to ensure that no sparking occurs during normal operation.
These requirements place some stringent requirements on the electrostatic
properties of the velocity filters, in particular on the horizontal electrode gap,
the vertical GFR, the field gradient, and the high voltage. These and other
design parameters are summarized in Table 6
Table 6
Design parameters of Wien filter.
SECAR Wien Filter
Good-field
Horizontal mm ± 110
region (GFR) Vertical mm ± 35
Dipole
Max. B field T 0.12
Effective field length mm 2365
magnet Pole gap, vertical mm 900
Pole width mm 1020
B field, homogeneity ± 0.0002 in GFR
Estimated power kW 50
Iron weight kg 12800
Weight of 2 coils kg 2300
Electrostatic
Max. E field kV/mm 2.7
Max. Voltage on electrodes kV ± 300
system Effective field length mm 2365
Electrode gap, horizontal mm ± 110
Electrode height, vertical mm 538
E field, homogeneity ± 0.0002 in GFR
Electrode to grounded chamber mm 141
Max. E field in gap to wall kV/mm 3.8
2 Electrodes, Ti, non magn. kg approx. 1200
Vacuum chamber, SS, non magn. kg approx. 3300
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7.2 Layout
SECAR has two identical Wien filters. The cross section in the center of the
Wien filters perpendicular to the central ray is schematically shown in Fig. 8.
The recoil particles enter the system in the center of the GFR of vertically 70
mm and horizontally 220 mm where a horizonal electric and vertical magnetic
fields are produced. The vertical gap of the dipole magnet is 680 mm high
to accommodate the electrodes mounted inside the vacuum chamber. The
electrodes are 378 mm high and have a 141 mm spacing to the grounded
upper and lower walls of the vacuum chamber. The horizontal gap is 220 mm
wide and a maximum operating high voltage of ± 300 kV will be applied.
The horizontal electric field is produced by the left and right side electrodes
limiting the GFR to 220 mm. The electrode height is kept as small as possible
for a high electric field by shaping the upper and lower ends of the electrodes.
The homogenizing electrodes that were applied to reduce the vertical height
of the electrodes of St. GEORGE [10] was not used in the SECAR design
because the required triple point connections at ±300 kV on the elctrodes
would have been too big to accommodate the relatively small cross sections
of these electrodes causing undesireable field distortions.
The vertical magnetic field is produced by a large-gap iron-dominated dipole
Fig. 8. Vertical cross sectional view through the center of the Wien filter. The beam
travels into the page at the center of the GFR of 70 mm and 220 mm vertically and
horicontally, respectively. The outer hatched region shows the magnet iron.
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Fig. 9. A top view of the horizontal midplane of the Wien filter is shown. The
electrostatic dipole is mounted inside the magnet.
magnet surrounding the vacuum chamber. The upper and lower poles are
optimized to provide a constant dipole field in the GFR with high homogeneity.
Also shown in the figure is one of the 50 mm thick adjustable field clamps
mounted on both ends of the magnet to shape the fringe field and adjust the
EFL of the magnet to be identical to the fixed EFL of the electric field.
Fig. 9 shows a top view of the horizontal midplane of the Wien filter. The beam
enters from the left and passes between the electrodes. They are mounted from
the sides on ceramic supports and are connected in the center to the high
voltage power supplies by the feed-though connectors shown. The magnet
coils, returns, and field clamps are shown surrounding the vacuum chamber.
The effective field lengths of both the magnetic and electric dipoles are 2365
mm.
7.3 Wien filter condition v = E/B in fringe field
Another challenge in designing Wien filters is the difference in the spatial
distribution of electric and magnetic fringe fields. Because of the large gap
of the magnetic dipole that has to include the electrode height and the safe
distance to ground and properties inherent to magnetic dipoles, the magnetic
fringe field extends over a larger distance than the electric fringe field. In
such a fringe field region, the ratio of E/B differs from that inside the Wien




































Fig. 10. A cross section view of the upper part of half the magnet is shown in the z-y
plane. The end pack with a chamfer of 135.1 mm by 127.0 mm and the field clamp
provide the magnetic fringe field shown in Fig. 11. The lower part shows details of
the electrode geometry. The resulting electric fringe field is also shown in Fig. 11.
velocity filter. Several features have been incorporated into the design of the
Wien filter in an effort to minimize the distortions in the fringe field region in
a similar way as discussed previously [10].
As seen in Fig. 9, the ends of the electrodes are specially shaped using 2D
field calculations to ensure that the ratio E/B = v of the electric E and the
magnetic B fields remains constant as much as possible throughout the fringe
field regions to achieve the best possible velocity and mass separation. The
end-packs of the magnet in the vertical mid-plane amd details of the electrode
ends in the horizontal mid-plane are shown in Fig. 10. The field clamps are
designed to achieve a sharp magnetic field drop off that follows the shape of
the electric field in the fringe field region. This is accomplished by flaring open
the electrode ends progressively as shown in Fig. 9 and 10 and by moving the
grounded entrance and exit walls to a distance of 290 mm from the ends of
the electrodes. The resulting electrode design was optimized in 2-dimensional
calculations using the finite element field code OPERA [30]. The field clamps
are adjustable in the direction of the central ray to be able to optimize the
EFB of the magnetic field.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the electric and magnetic fringe fields.
A comparison of the electric and magnetic fringes fields is shown in the upper
part of Fig. 11. The lower part shows the ratio E/B normalized to 1 inside the
Wien filter z = 2000 - 2500 mm. In the fringe field region z = 1440 - 2000 mm
deviations of at most 2% are observed. Further outside the E/B ratio drops
quickly and becomes practically 0 for z≤1150. Ion-optical calculations with the
Enge functions fitted to the calculated electric and magnetic fringe field showed
that the mass resolution is not affected within tolerances. Subsequent 3D
calculations have shown that optimizations of the electrode ends that cannot
be studied in 2D calculations are important to achieve the design goals for
the mass resolution. In particular soft iron mirror plates at the ends of the
vacuum chamber greatly improve the E/B = 1 condition compared to the 2D
results shown in Fig. 11.
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8 One-Wien filter option
The presented recoil separator provides a very high mass separation of m/∆m
= 780 about a factor of 2 higher larger than any presently existing recoil
separator. However, the system can also be used without the second Wien
filter WF2 still providing a mass separation of m/∆m= 510 similar to other
presently available systems. In this case the cleanupSection S4 follows im-
mediately after focal plane FP2 with identical hardware, but slightly different
magnet settings to account for the different beam properties at FP2 compared
to FP3. The layout and ion-optics of this option are shown in Figs. 12 and 13,
respectively.
This design feature allows to build and operate the One-Wien filter version































Fig. 12. SECAR floor plan with one Wien filter Section suitable to study (p,γ) and




























Fig. 13. SECAR ion optics for the One-Wien Filter option corrected to order 4 and
calculated up to order 7. The layout is shown in Fig. 12. Shown are 189 characteristic
rays in the horizontal and vertical planes in the upper and lower panel, respectively.
The mass resolutions in the horizontal plane at FP1 is m/∆m = 510.
target masses that can be studied to A = 30-40 below the desired maximum
masses of A = 65. A later upgrade to the Two-Wien filter version to study
reactions that require the higher mass separation would be needed.
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9 Summary
A recoil separator has been designed with the goal to measure the radiative-
capture reactions (p,γ) and (α,γ) at very low energies in inverse kinematics for
high intensity short-lived radioactive ion beams where (p,γ) and (α,γ) mea-
surements in normal kinematics are not possible. The system is designed to
make optimum use of the RI beam that will become available at the FRIB fa-
cility under construction at MSU. These measurements are very important to
determine the stellar reaction rates used in astrophysical studies. The method
of inverse kinematics requires large angular and energy acceptances of ± 25
mrad and ± 3.1 %, respectively. Higher order ion-optical corrections are ac-
complished by shaping the entrance and exit field boundaries of the dipole
magnets and several hexapole and octupole magnets for flexibility.
Separation of beam and reaction products is accomplished by first selecting
one charge state and transmitting a beam and fusion products with almost the
same momentum. Specially designed Wien filters are used for a mass selection
up to m/∆m = 780, higher than any existing recoil separator with a prodicted
beam rejection of the order of up to 10−13 required for measurements of target
masses up to A = 65. Further background reduction of the the order of 10−4
is accomplished in a detector system at the end of the recoil separator.
The system is also designed to allow operation with only one Wien filter WF1
useful for experiments that require a smaller mass resolution of m/∆m = 510.
This can be accomplished by omitting SectionS3 .
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